Daimoku chart maker type I ver1.01 use
1.First, please input the characters that you want to divide.
Push "Block Character" button above.
The character up to two lines can be input. Please erase the character of the second line
when you want to make it only to one line. Next, you choose font, and thin or bold style
of character. In addition, The direction of the character must be chosen. In that case,
because the direction of the form and the printer settings are changed in the automatic
operation, you don’t have to change the printer settings.
2.Layout of block character
By dragging with the mouse, you can control the expansion and reduction, spacing of
the character. Only by the mouse, they can be changed. When the mouse is closed to the
corner of the object, the mouse pointer's shape changes into “an expansion and
reduction mode”.
3.The number of the blocks’ setting
Please push "Block" button above.
First of all, the total number of Daimoku must be set. The default setting is one million
times. Next, please input the time of one block. Moreover, the shape of the block(square
or circle) can be chosen. In a detail setting, you can choose the interval of blocks and the
time needed to chant 1000 times.
Attention 1:It becomes impossible to change the size and the character spacing of the
object when the number of the blocks are set once. In this case, it is possible to change
only the position of the object. Please retry from "Block Character" setting when you
want to change the font size etc. again. By double-clicking of the object, it becomes
possible to change, too.
Attention 2: Neither

“detail setting” nor the “Block” setting are preserved. Every time,

set it please.
4.Print
It is possible to print by pushing "Print” button. It is possible to print on various sizes’
form, even though is optimized to the A4 form.

5.Preservation
Daimoku charts can be preserved. They can be processed by the other applications if
they are preserved in the image format though are done in the original format.
6.Others
As document, Daimoku chart is still very few existence now. Will you enable other
people to use the masterpiece that you made? Please send them with mail. I will open it
to the public on the homepage.

